September 23, 2020
72 Wharf Road, Bolinas
Historic Resource Evaluation
This historic resource evaluation is being provided to the property owners and stewards for planning
information and use.
While there are a range of present research limitations, specifically timeframes coupled with
unavailable access to official records and archives, the significance and integrity of the subject
property can be sufficiently addressed based on available resource information and a survey of
existing resource conditions. Nonetheless, the current limitations suggest that additional research
should be completed in due course, and which issue is addressed at the conclusion.
The subject of this evaluation is a property, located on Wharf Road in Bolinas (figs.1-2) that housed
a U.S. Coast Guard lifesaving station from 1917-1947, the buildings of which generally remain and
which were subsequently transferred to the College of Marin, who adapted and occupied the subject
property and its buildings from 1955-2005. Since 2005, the subject property and buildings have been
vacant.
Evaluation Summary

To begin with, as detailed herein, under the California Register eligibility criteria, there is a basis for
a finding of potential historic significance. The former U.S. Coast Guard Station No.321 (Bolinas
Station) is a potential historic resource given, primarily, its associated historical development and
former use as a Coast Guard lifesaving station from 1917-1947. The station’s remaining original
design and construction has secondary potential significance.
However, to be eligible for the California (and National) Register, a given property must fulfill at least
one eligibility criterion and retain sufficient “integrity” with which to convey its identified basis of
potential significance. Relative to its identified significance, as additionally detailed herein, the
Station’s historic integrity is not intact. The character of the Bolinas Station – which was an
assembled place with associated spaces and uses that were altogether integral to the town, the
lagoon and the ocean – does not convey to the present. While the lagoon-front and streetward
location is obviously intact, what otherwise specifically remains are a site and three buildings, all of
inevident origins, as they have long since been unused for their original purpose and design, having
been subsequently adapted and altered as well as having now sat unused since 2005. Though the
remote lookout remains – and which appears to most convey the former Coast Guard station use –
that structure does not connect to or associate with the extant complex.
Consequently, as the former Bolinas Station does not in the present convey the primarily associated
events or its secondary design and construction importance, the former Bolinas Station is, under the
California Register, not historic resource eligible.
Further, the subsequent period of use as an educational facility, while of potential importance to the
college and community, has insufficient potential historic importance as it was a relatively recent use
and which has no potential historic architectural importance. Potential significance associated with
the college period is limited to its association to persons specific to the founding of the marine
sciences program, which basis does not appear to be sufficient for an historic resource finding under
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the California Register. Nonetheless, as concluded herein, even if not an historic resource, the
facility has a history worthy of being further recorded.
Summary History

The subject property first housed a United States Coast Guard lifesaving station, which was
planned, developed and commissioned in the period of 1914 to 1917 and thereafter operated until
1947. The following news account summarizes its origins and purposes: “The Bolinas Station was
provided for in 1914 after a long series of wrecks in the vicinity of the treacherous Duxbury Reef.
The wreck of the “Hanalei” in that year with loss of life was the deciding factor in the establishment of
the station…” (from “Coast Guard At Old Bolinas,” Mill Valley Record, 1 April 1931). While lifesaving
related to shipwrecks was the driving force and purpose of the Bolinas Station, the historic record
shows that the station provided assistance to large and small craft as well as individuals. In its period
of operation, the channel into the Bolinas Lagoon allowed for passage of the station’s lifesaving
boat, though the passage narrowed over time and to the extent that it was not always passable
towards the end of the station’s period of operation, which was one reason for its termination, the
other reason being modern technology.
Following its closure, the Bolinas Station presumably went unused into the mid-1950s. In 1955, the
College of Marin was granted the building by the federal government. Immediately thereafter, it was
used by the College for general educational activities until the early-1960s, when it was adapted to a
marine sciences facility by the College, who undertook improvements to convert the former Coast
Guard facility to a marine sciences laboratory, which opened in 1964 and closed in 2005.
The original Bolinas Station complex consisted of a main, two-story building that facilitated Coast
Guard office, dining and sleeping quarters; a boat house/garage; a storage outbuilding and a remote
lookout tower upon the bluff, which was accessed via a long stair and trail from the rear of the
station. Upon the lagoon across Wharf Road, there was also an associated dock. Several available
historic photos clearly depict the setting, site and buildings of the Bolinas Station when it was new
(figs.4-5).
At this juncture, no original plans or related documentation of the station have been researched or
accessed for reference. It is nonetheless understood that the station’s design was by federal
architects and/or engineers, very likely Coast Guard personnel. As such, other Coast Guard stations
of that time were of highly similar designs. (If original plans are available, they would most likely be
housed in federal archives in the eastern U.S.)
Summary Descriptions

The existing site fronts to the north to Wharf Road and, directly across the road, to the parallel
shoreline of Bolinas Lagoon. The property’s frontage is 125 feet, its depth 80 feet, though the east
property line is slightly skewed, so the rear (south) property line is approximately 132 feet (fig.6).
There are no structures opposite, so its frontward orientation is open to the lagoon. Behind, to the
south and east, the Bolinas headland rises steeply, creating a wooded backdrop to the site. Adjacent
and nearby properties are all small scale residential.
There are two principal buildings on site, a two-story main, residential-like building alongside a onestory garage-like building. Though the main building is not a residence nor the garage-like building a
garage, they stand side-by-side in that relation and were in fact originally thus related. So, lacking
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clearer descriptors, main building and garage building are herein utilized. A third original storage
outbuilding stands behind the garage building.
Both principal buildings are setback from the street by some fifteen feet, though their fronts do not
align. Directly behind the garage is the detached storage outbuilding and between and to the rear of
the main and garage buildings is a low cylindrical tank structure. Short driveways front the garage
building and fill the site’s level east side, alongside the main building. The site is otherwise fronted by
yard spaces planted with mature bushes and trees. A short central concrete path leads directly to
and on axis with the main building’s front entry steps, porch and door. While their most recent uses
are not evident, each building has a sign at its front identifying the College of Marin Marine Biology
Lab/Laboratory.
[Note: interior site areas and building interiors were not accessible at the time of this evaluation.]
Both the main and garage buildings have rectangular plans with clipped-hipped roofs – i.e., their
ridges extend to a peak atop the end hips, the main building’s peaks facing sideward, the garage’s
front and rearward. In each of those peaks are triangular attic windows. Their roofs are flat clay tiles
with overhanging eaves over exterior walls clad with asbestos shingles.
Main Building
The main building’s front porch has concrete entry steps, with sloped knee walls and steel pipe
railings at each side, that rise up to the concrete porch landing. Atop, the single-story hipped porch
roof is supported on sets of tapered and trimmed wood posts and pilasters. In the boxed fascia
under its front overhang is the sign panel. The roof edge is without gutters yet wood trimmed. Wood
picket guardrails fill both sides of the porch. The centered entry door is flush wood with flat casings.
Built upon a low concrete foundation, the building exterior is clad from top of foundation to the top of
its two-story walls with asbestos-composite shingles. That shingle cladding is interrupted at the
second floor line by a continuous flat plate and again at the second floor window sill line by a
continuous, projecting wood water table. A lean crown molding trims the top of wall at the transition
to the flat roof eaves, which are approximately two feet deep and boxed in. A continuous, ogee style
metal gutter forms the roof edge.
Except where altered, the main building has a highly regular and symmetrical pattern of windows at
each of its facades. At the front is a central upper window directly above the porch and its entry door
flanked by four windows at each side, two at each floor. The west side has four windows, two over
two, which the east side originally reflected, yet two of the openings at the east side have been
altered. And the rear that, based on a set of drawings (as the site interior and rear are not presently
accessible), reflected the front except for the obstruction of an enclosed rear porch appendage. All
existing windows are wood double hung units, the lower sash divided horizontally in two lites, the
upper sash divided into six lites, three-over-two. Window openings are all flat-trimmed with flashed
caps and sloped wood sills.
Materially, what remains of the original building exterior are its front porch elements (roof structure,
posts, pilasters and guardrails) and concrete steps and landing; its wood double hung, divided lite
windows and window sills; the exposed concrete foundation; the continuous water table and the
wood trimmed soffits at the roof eaves.
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Otherwise, exterior materials that are not original include:
• Steel pipe handrails
• Entry door
• Asbestos-composite shingle siding
• Flat wood trimwork
• Tile roofing, gutters and downspouts
Additionally, the continuous flat plate at the line of the second floor is an added element related to
structural alterations. Such alterations included the addition of sets of exterior wing walls, one story
tall, that engage the building at each of its corners and which were added as external seismic
structural improvements. The pair of walls at the rear, southeastern corner enclose a mechanical
room. While external to the building, these sets of wing walls are highly invasive to the building’s
original/early design character, as is the range of added and replacement materials.
Finally, the two original and prominent brick masonry chimneys have also been removed.
In sum, at this juncture, what remains of the original main building is its overall form, porch, door and
window openings, and windows.
Garage Building
Whereas the main building is raised above a crawl space, the single-story garage building is on
grade. As noted, its roof form and exterior materials match those of the main building. Though
evidently a garage structure – in fact, originally a boathouse/garage – the existing front has a solid
wall that stands slightly proud of the building corners so is, like the main building’s wing walls, an
obvious addition. An exhaust fan, wall-mounted light and sign board sit in the upper left face of the
front wall.
The garage building’s west side wall stands in a narrow passage alongside the directly adjacent
neighboring property. That wall has three equally spaced, wood windows that match those of the
main building. The existing east side has an open, shed roofed appendage at a frontward entry door.
Beyond, there is a boarded-up window. The east side is also encumbered by a mix of utilities and
storage containers.
The garage outbuilding underwent a similar range of alterations as the main building to the extent
that its form, its west side and attic windows are what remain of the original/early building.
All of the identified alterations to the main building and garage outbuilding were undertaken in 196364, when the College of Marin adapted the property and its buildings for their marine science
program. These alterations were documented in an available set of plans entitled “College of Marin
Bolinas Marine Laboratory,” prepared by architects and engineers Falk & Booth, dated August 1964,
9 sheets (3 arch., 3 struct., 1 mech., 2 elec., attached).
The storage building behind, largely concealed, is wood board clad with a hipped, composition
shingle roof. And the tank building is a low, cylindrical concrete structure with what appears to be a
hexagonal-pyramidal roof that is shrouded with vegetation. The storage building is original whereas
the concrete tank structure was added in 1964.
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Evaluation

The County of Marin Local Coastal Program (LCP) generally addresses the range of identifiable
historic resources and districts in coastal West Marin. While the property of the former Bolinas
Station stands outside the identified boundaries of the Bolinas historic area, the station itself was
specifically included in the LCP as an example of a coastal property with historic resource potential
(MARIN COUNTY LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM UNIT I, Amended; adopted August 21, 1979;
appended June 21, 1982; pp.51-54, F-1-F-2; selected pages attached). However, the subject
resource has not been specifically evaluated, per applicable historic resource criteria, which
evaluation follows.
As introduced, this evaluation is focused on the subject property’s Coast Guard period. The
subsequent period of use as an educational facility, while of potential importance to the college and
community, does not appear to be sufficient for an historic resource finding under the California
Register.
Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the applicable evaluation criteria are those
of the California Register of Historical Places (CR), which parallel the four criteria for evaluation
under the National Register of Historic Places (NR).
To be eligible for listing on the CR, a resource must be historically significant at the local, state, or
national level, under one or more of the following four criteria:
1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States.
2. It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history.
3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values.
4. It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history of
the local area, California, or the nation.
The following summarily addresses each of the four CR criteria:
1. Associated Events: The range of events directly associated with the former Bolinas Station –
from the shipwrecks that precipitated its founding to its lifesaving program and activities – are of
clear historical importance to the Bolinas locale. It is evident that the Bolinas Station was a
locally important and integral facility and institution. In news accounts, there are numerous
examples of the activities of the Bolinas Station, from engaging with the community to lifesaving
rescues small to large. Far more than the buildings themselves, from 1917-1947, when the
Bolinas Station was active, it was the station’s uses and activities that stand out as historically
important. The subject property at 72 Wharf Rd. is therefore CR eligible under criterion 1.
2. Associated Persons: With respect to the original and former U.S. Coast Guard Lifesaving
Station, there are many potentially associated persons, from congresspersons to commanders,
captains to station personnel. As an institutional entity, no individuals stand out in the
foreground. Rather, the institution as a whole provided the purpose and the backbone of the
founding, construction and operation of the station. Therefore, relative to the former Coast Guard
station, there are no directly associated individuals of historic importance so the subject resource
does not meet CR criterion 2.
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3. Design/Construction: What remains of the Bolinas Station is its property and its several original
buildings. The site itself does not exhibit any noteworthy design characteristics, nor did it appear
to originally have had any distinctive design qualities – excepting perhaps for the unusual stair
that once ascended the hill behind and for the original connection to the lookout above, yet that
stair and the connection to the lookout are no longer present.
Architecturally, the original Bolinas Station buildings were derivative of the American Colonial
style. Relative to which, these buildings are not highly distinctive. Nor were or are their materials
or methods of construction unusual or distinctive. As federal design and construction products,
the institutional context again delimits the potential importance that may be assigned to any
individual architects or engineers. Nor is there any evidence of artistry or artistic intent.
Nonetheless, the three original buildings generally remain and, within the largely rural, coastal
context of Bolinas, these buildings form a complex that generally remains from the early 20th
century. Thus, the resource has secondary importance as a local example of early 20th century
design and construction. As such, the three original buildings together meet CR criterion 3.
4. Information Potential: As summarized above, the subject resource in-and-of itself has not yielded
information of local historic importance nor does it appear to have the potential to yield any
historic information (nor is prehistory addressed herein). Re: historical information, the property
does not meet CR criterion 4.
Per this CR evaluation, the former Bolinas Station has identifiable, potential historic significance
primarily for the events associated with its period of Coast Guard development and use, from 19141947. Secondarily, the former Bolinas Station has historic design and construction importance as a
partially surviving early 20th century Coast Guard building complex.
On those bases, the Bolinas Station is potentially eligible for the CR.
Historic Integrity

To be found fully eligible for the CR (and NR), a given resource must have an identified basis for
significance and must retain sufficient historic integrity with which to convey, in the present, its
identified basis of potential significance.
For these purposes, both the CR and NR identify “integrity” under seven “aspects.” For a resource to
retain integrity, the majority of these seven aspects must be substantially intact (from National
Register Bulletin #15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Significance. National Park
Service, 1990, pp 44-48).
Location: The Bolinas Station’s integrity of location is clearly intact, as the former station stands in its
original location.
Setting: The station’s setting is in part intact, as its Wharf Road and Bolinas Lagoon-front setting
remain largely unchanged. Nonetheless, the setting has evidently changed in the seventy-plus years
since the station closed. Not only have neighboring residential properties been developed, but the
former waterfront and hillside uses associated with the station have been severed. Thus, the
integrity of setting is evidently only partially intact.
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Feeling and Association: At this juncture, while the physical site and buildings of the former Bolinas
Station generally remain, their feeling and association relative to the Coast Guard period has been
lost as – other than in photographs and on paper – there is no present evidence of its origins or
former occupancy.
Design: As summarized, the resource grouping was a Coast Guard facility. The former Bolinas
Station site remains but has no original design character other than its general layout, entry path and
steps, and driveway. The on-site buildings remain yet have been materially and functionally altered.
Moreover, the original station complex had spatial and locational characteristics and relationships
that were integral to its design and which extended the original design, spatially, to the hillside
above, to the water’s edge and beyond. At this juncture, the original design character is substantially
disintegrated. Thus, the integrity of design is not intact.
Materials and Workmanship: Aside from concrete paving, original site and landscape materials are
no longer in evidence. Further, numerous exterior building alterations have covered up or replaced
the majority of the original building materials, to the extent that the only original materials and
elements that remain are limited to the entry porch, windows and a range of wood trims (though the
otherwise minor rear storage building, with its wood siding, may be the most intact). While some
original materials may have been concealed by subsequent alterations and may still remain, such
materials have nonetheless been, at best, compromised. Thus, the exterior material integrity of the
Bolinas Station is partially intact yet largely lacking. As workmanship is directly associated with
materiality, the integrity of workmanship is also largely missing.
Finally, while CR eligibility provides some lenience with respect to integrity, the subject resource
does not specifically appear to have the potential to yield significant scientific or historical information
or specific data (from California Office of Historic Preservation Technical Assistance Series #6 California Register and National Register: A Comparison, pp.2-3).
Conclusions

The identifiable potential significance of the Bolinas Station property is, primarily, its historic origins
and purposes as a Coast Guard lifesaving station. That facility was not buildings alone – it
comprised a coastal lifesaving program that consisted of a lagoon-front property, a developed site, a
complex of buildings and outbuildings, along with associated waterfront and landscape spatial
relationships and features including a stair and a lookout on the mesa above. In sum, the resource
was an environment – literally a “place” to which its personnel and activities were central.
In conclusion, though there is a basis for a finding of potential historic significance per CR criteria 1
(associated events) and 3 (design and construction), all but one aspect of integrity (location) range
from partially (setting, materials, workmanship) to entirely (feeling, association, design) lacking.
Consequently, as the former Bolinas Station does not in the present convey the primarily associated
events or its secondary design and construction importance, the former U.S. Coast Guard Lifesaving
Station at Bolinas is not eligible for the CR.
Despite this formal conclusion, it must also be acknowledged that there is strong and reasonable
sentiment for and thus concern about the fate of the subject resources. Understanding that the
property will actively house future college facilities and programs is an important outcome and
should help to mitigate the loss, understanding that the development of those future college facilities
and programs will cause the removal of the existing buildings. Additionally, even if there are no
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identifiable historic resources, the property has a history. That history was recently curated by the
Bolinas Museum, though no publication appears to have resulted other than a newspaper article
(Elia Haworth, “From lifesaving station to marine lab,” Point Reyes Light, 07/03/2019). Should the
College of Marin exercise the removal and replacement of the extant buildings, the opportunity
should not be forfeited to prepare thorough documentation of the site’s history, up to the present and
including its future transition. Finally, the Bolinas Museum would be the ideal preparer of such
documentation.
Signed:

Mark Hulbert
Historical Architect and Historic Resources Consultant
attached: figs.1-15 (pp.9-15); pages from County LCP Unit 1 (2pp); 1964 plan set (9sh.).
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Fig.1 – 72 Wharf Rd. – location aerial (google earth 2020, north is up)

Fig.2 – 72 Wharf Rd. (arrow) – location aerial (google earth 2020, north is up)
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Fig.3 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Front, looking south (MH, 2020)

Fig.4 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Front, looking southeast (MH, 2020)
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Fig.5 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Front, looking south, c1917 (from Bolinas Museum)

Fig.6 – 72 Wharf Rd. (at right) – w/ Waterhouse Studio (at left), looking east, c1919 (from Bolinas Museum)
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Fig.7 – 72 Wharf Rd. – from Assessor’s Parcel Map
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Fig.8 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Main building, front (MH, 2020)

Fig.9 – 72 Wharf Rd. – West side (MH, 2020)
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Fig.10 – 72 Wharf Rd. – East side (MH, 2020)

Fig.11 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Garage building, front (MH, 2020)

Fig.12 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Garage building, east side
(MH, 2020)
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Fig.13 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Garage building, west side
(MH, 2020)

Fig.14 – 72 Wharf Rd. – Rear of site with tank (center) and storage building (right), looking south (MH, 2020)
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